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Cytoskeletal motor proteins are ATPases that use the energy released from ATP hydrolysis to move along the cytoskeletal elements of microtubules and actin microfilaments. Found among all eukaryotic organisms, kinesins are microtubule-based motor proteins with a conserved kinesin motor domain, and myosins are actin microfilament-based motor proteins with a conserved myosin motor domain. Cytoskeletal motor proteins directly contribute to the organization of various cytoskeletal arrays during cell division and cell growth in plant tissues. They are also responsible for the motility of molecules and organelles, and the segregation of genetic materials during mitosis and meiosis. In the genome of the model plant Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), there are at least 61 genes encoding kinesins and 17 genes encoding myosins. Most Arabidopsis kinesins and all myosins are evolutionarily divergent from their counterparts in animals and fungi. Little is known about the functions of most plant kinesins and myosins. Arabidopsis kinesins form a number of subfamilies. The mitotic kinesins in the BIMC/Kinesin-5 and the NCD/Kinesin-14 subfamilies appear to be similar to those in fungi and animals. Others, however, are very divergent, as their nonmotor sequences are unique to plants. Some of Arabidopsis kinesins are associated with microtubules, mitochondria, Golgi stacks, and vesicles. They affect microtubule organization, organelle distribution, and vesicle transport, respectively. Ultimately, Arabidopsis kinesins contribute directly or indirectly to cell division and cell growth in various tissues. Arabidopsis myosins are classified into two subfamilies: class VIII and class XI. The class XI myosins are associated with various organelles/vesicles. Functions of Arabidopsis myosins are still elusive. Future efforts will be devoted to deciphering not only the functions of these motors by molecular genetics but also the molecular mechanisms underlying how these roles are played.

INTRODUCTION OF CYTOSKELETAL MOTORS

Cytoskeletal motors use the energy released from ATP hydrolysis to move unidirectionally along tracks of microtubules and actin microfilaments. To date, cytoskeletal motors have been found in all studied eukaryotic organisms. Common structural features of cytoskeletal motors have been vividly depicted in a recent review article (Vale, 2003).

Kinesins

Members of the kinesin superfamily are one of the two families of microtubule-based motors that share a catalytic core of about 350 amino acids containing an ATP-binding site and a microtubule-binding site. The catalytic core is often juxtaposed with an α-helical domain of smaller than 50 amino acids, which is called the neck region (Endow, 1999). The catalytic core plus the neck form a kinesin motor domain. To date, it has been found that the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae has the fewest kinesin genes with six, and flowering plants have the most, with Arabidopsis having 61 kinesin genes (Reddy and Day, 2001b; Vale, 2003).

Kinesins are grouped into more than a dozen subfamilies by phylogenetic analyses of their motor domains (Schoch et al., 2003; Dagenbach and Endow, 2004). A recent effort by the kinesin research community has introduced a new nomenclature system to name established kinesin subfamilies from Kinesin-1 to Kinesin-14 (Lawrence et al., 2004).

Kinesins transport various vesicles and organelles along microtubules in different cell types of a wide range of organisms (Vale, 2003; Wozniak et al., 2004). Recently, a number of studies indicate that kinesins participate in RNA distribution in Drosophila (Tekotte and Davis, 2002). Several lines of evidence also point out that kinesins interact with scaffolding linkers of signaling modules to allow the modules to be localized at particular intracellular sites (Schnapp, 2003). Multifaceted roles of different kinesins are also found during mitosis, i.e. for centrosome separation, chromosome attachment to microtubules, chromosome aggregation to the metaphase plate, sister chromatid segregation, maintenance of bipolar spindle, and spindle elongation (Sharp et al., 2000).

A kinesin Web site has been launched to summarize the knowledge from the discovery of kinesins to the latest findings (http://www.proweb.org/kinesin/).
Myosins

Myosins are motors that travel along actin microfilaments. To date, members of the myosin superfamily are classified into at least 18 subfamilies (Berg et al., 2001). Almost all myosins travel toward the barbed (+) end of actin microfilaments (Berg et al., 2001). Myosin VI is the only one known to move toward the pointed (−) end (Buss et al., 2002).


Compared to what has been known on animal and fungal cytoskeletal motors, we know much less about their counterparts in angiosperms. This difference is largely because there are only a few laboratories that study plant motors. A recent comprehensive review article is devoted to summarizing early findings of plant cytoskeletal motors (Reddy, 2001).

SIXTY-ONE ARABIDOPSIS KINESINS

The completed Arabidopsis genome contains at least 61 genes encoding polypeptides with the kinesin catalytic core (Reddy and Day, 2001b). The amino acid sequences of most of these kinesins were deduced from the annotation of genomic sequences. A few of them have their cDNA sequences determined. Arabidopsis kinesins vary dramatically regarding to the motor domain position within the polypeptides. Coiled-coil domains are found among most of them. Phylogenetic analysis of their motor domains has placed most of them into established kinesin subfamilies (Reddy and Day, 2001b). When an Arabidopsis kinesin and an animal or fungal one are grouped into the same subfamily, however, one should not simply interpret that they share a similar function. This is not only because their nonmotor sequences often show no common features, but also because bootstrap values are often less than 50% in phylogenetic analyses of the motor domains (Dagenbach and Endow, 2004).

To date, kinesins identified from angiosperms other than Arabidopsis all have homologs in this small model plant. In this Update article, we summarize recent findings on Arabidopsis kinesins from in vitro and/or in vivo studies. A few examples were brought in from other angiosperms because their Arabidopsis homologs have not been studied yet.

Microtubule Minus End-Directed Kinesins

Although the conventional kinesin and most other kinesins are microtubule plus end-directed motors, a number of C-terminal motor kinesins do the opposite (Ovechkina and Wordeman, 2003). It has been determined by serendipity that a 14-amino acid neck peptide immediately next to the catalytic core is the directionality determinant (Endow, 1999).

Based on the presence of the signature neck sequence, there are 21 Arabidopsis genes encoding minus end-directed kinesins (Reddy and Day, 2001b). Phylogenetic analyses of the motor domains of these kinesins also indicate that they are more closely related to each other than to other Arabidopsis kinesins (Reddy and Day, 2001b; Dagenbach and Endow, 2004). Among these predicted minus end-directed kinesins, however, some have the motor domain located at the N terminus, while some others have it in the middle (Reddy and Day, 2001b).

KATA/ATK1 and Close Relatives

Kinesins encoded by the KATA/B/C and At4g05190 genes are closely related to the NCD (non-claret disjunction) kinesin from Drosophila melanogaster and the Kar3p kinesin from S. cerevisiae (Reddy and Day, 2001b), so they belong to the NCD/Kinesin-14 subfamily. KATA/ATK1 has been shown as a nonprocessive microtubule minus end-directed motor (Marcus et al., 2002).

The Arabidopsis KATA/ATK1 protein plays a critical role in microtubule organization at the spindle pole and the spindle midzone during meiosis, and loss-of-function mutations consequently cause abnormal chromosome segregation during microsporogenesis (Chen et al., 2002). The atk1-1 mutation also prevents microtubule accumulation at mitotic spindle poles at early stages of spindle assembly (Marcus et al., 2003). Nevertheless, such an effect on microtubule organization during prometaphase does not affect the ultimate outcome of mitosis (Marcus et al., 2003). The atk1-1 phenotype on microtubule organization could be interpreted by the lack of microtubule-bundling activities in the spindle. Similar to what has been found in NCD, KATA/ATK1 and three other kinesins may contain a microtubule-binding site at their N terminus due to sequence similarity. The genetic data also suggest that some nonoverlapping functions of KATA/ATK1 and At4g05190 are expected despite the high degree of sequence identity.

The Calmodulin-Binding KCBP/ZWI Kinesin

KCBP/ZWI is a single gene in the Arabidopsis genome that encodes a unique calmodulin-binding kinesin (Reddy and Day, 2001b). The only noticeable phenotype of the loss-of-function zwi mutations is the reduction of branch formation in leaf trichomes (Oppenheimer et al., 1997). KCBP/ZWI may act as a microtubule stabilization factor during cell morphogenesis, as the zwi mutant phenotype can be suppressed by the application of taxol, a microtubule-stabilizing agent (Mathur and Chua, 2000). Recent studies indicate that the cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) GhKCBP kinesin decorates cortical microtubules in cotton fibers, thus suggesting that KCBP/ZWI may stabilize microtubules in the interphase cell cortex by directly binding to them (Preuss et al., 2003).
The search for KCBP/ZWI-interacting proteins has revealed several novel ones (Day et al., 2000; Folkers et al., 2002; Reddy et al., 2004). Two of them play roles in trichome branching as well (Folkers et al., 2002; Reddy et al., 2004). However, it is not known whether KCBP/ZWI affects the functions of these interacting proteins, or vice versa.

**The Actin-Binding KCH Kinesins**

Among 21 putative Arabidopsis minus end-directed kinesins, seven distinguish themselves from others by having a unique calponin-homology (CH) domain at the N terminus (Reddy and Day, 2001b). Because these kinesins have only been reported in organisms of the kingdom Plantae, they are named KCH for kinesins with a CH domain in order to be distinguished from other kinesins (Preuss et al., 2004). The presence of the neck sequence of minus end-directed kinesins suggests that they are probably also minus end-directed motors. Functions on these Arabidopsis KCHs, however, are not understood.

The presence of a CH domain in a kinesin is intriguing as it is typically found in actin-binding proteins like calponin and fimbrin (Gimona et al., 2002; Korenbaum and Rivero, 2002). The cotton GhKCH1 has been tested for actin binding (Preuss et al., 2004). The N-terminal region of GhKCH1, including its CH domain, cosediments with actin microfilaments in vitro. GhKCH1 decorates cortical microtubules in cotton fibers and is occasionally associated with actin microfilaments as well (Preuss et al., 2004). It has been suggested that GhKCH1 and other KCHs may act as dynamic linkers between microtubules and actin microfilaments, and such a link may be important for spatial organization of either or both cytoskeletal elements.

**Other Minus End-Directed Kinesins**

There are nine other Arabidopsis kinesins in the category of minus end-directed motors. We do not have any clue about their functions. Among them, four have the motor domain located at the N terminus. Again, such a feature has never been reported for kinesins from animals and fungi. One of the minus end-directed kinesins with an N-terminal motor domain, AtGRIMP/KCA1, is a substrate of cyclin-dependent kinase (Vanstraalen et al., 2004). It interacts with the geminivirus protein AL1 and is probably involved in geminivirus-induced cell division (Kong and Hanley-Bowdoin, 2002). It will be very interesting to explore whether some of these Arabidopsis kinesins play similar roles as cytoplasmic dyneins in animal and fungal cells in, for example, nuclear migration.

**The N-Terminal Motor Kinesin AtFRA1 (Kinesin-4)**

The AtFRA1 kinesin, which belongs to the Kinesin-4 or KIF4/chromokinesin subfamily, was identified by an elegant screen for fragile fiber mutants (Zhong et al., 2002). Animal kinesins in this subfamily typically play roles in chromatid motility and chromosome condensation, activities associated with mitosis (Wang and Adler, 1995; Kwon et al., 2004; Mazumdar et al., 2004). The fra1 mutant, however, does not show defects in cell division (Zhong et al., 2002). The only phenotype observed is that cellulose microfibril orientation was altered in fibers of the inflorescence stems (Zhong et al., 2002). Thus, AtFRA1 may directly or indirectly contribute to cellulose microfibril deposition in the cell wall. This is one of the examples that indicate sequence similarity in the motor domain does not confer any functional relationship among kinesins from different organisms.

**The Internal Motor Kinesin: Kinesin-13**

Arabidopsis has two kinesins, AtKinesin-13A (At3g16630) and AtKinesin-13B (At3g16060) that belong to the Kinesin-13 subfamily (Reddy and Day, 2001b), previously known as MCAK or KIN I. The similarity of Kinesin-13A and -13B to kinesins of the same subfamily from other kingdoms, however, is only limited to the catalytic core (L. Lu, Y.-R.J. Lee, R. Pan, and B. Liu, unpublished data). They lack a Lys-rich neck motif that is commonly found in animal Kinesin-13s (Ovechkina et al., 2002), implying that they are probably different from animal Kinesin-13s. AtKinesin-13A is specifically associated with Golgi stacks. Loss-of-function mutations only induce an additional branching event in leaf trichomes, but do not affect cell division or other aspects of growth (L. Lu, Y.-R.J. Lee, R. Pan, and B. Liu, unpublished data).

Animal internal motor kinesins in the Kinesin-13 subfamily are not motors. Instead, they are microtubule depolymerases activated by microtubule end binding (Walczak, 2003). They are required for mitotic spindle assembly and chromosome segregation (Ovechkina and Wordeman, 2003; Rogers et al., 2004). Therefore, this again demonstrates that sequence homology in the motor domain alone does not guarantee functional similarity for kinesins from different organisms.

**Kinesins in the BIMC (Kinesin-5) Subfamily**

Four Arabidopsis genes, At2g28620, At2g36200, At2g37420, and 3g45850, encode kinesins in the BIMC/Kinesin-5 subfamily (Reddy and Day, 2001b). Besides the sequence conservation in the motor domain of these four kinesins and their animal and fungal counterparts, all Kinesin-5s contain a conserved phosphorylation site for the key cell-cycle kinase p34cdc2 (Liu and Lee, 2001). It would be critical to examine localization patterns and functions of individual isoforms of plant Kinesin-5s. Another urgent task is to functionally characterize these four Arabidopsis Kinesin-5s using molecular genetics approaches. All four loci have been hit by T-DNA-mediated mutagenesis. It is only a matter of time before these mutations are characterized.
Kinesins for Cytokinesis

Plant cytokinesis is mechanistically different from that in animals and fungi (Mayer and Jurgens, 2004). One of the distinctions is that microtubules play a leading role during the assembly of the cell plate via the phragmoplast in plants. The plus end of phragmoplast microtubules is facing the division site, while the minus end is facing the reforming daughter nuclei (Liu and Lee, 2001). The assembly of the cell plate involves the delivery of Golgi-derived vesicles toward the plus end of phragmoplast microtubules and the fusion of these vesicles. During the course of cell-plate assembly, more microtubules are continuously assembled toward the periphery of the phragmoplast, while in the central region microtubules are disassembled concomitantly. Several lines of evidence have suggested that a number of N-terminal motor kinesins are involved in different aspects of cytokinesis. These kinesins all localize to the division site, but in distinct fashions.

AtNACK1/HIK Kinesins and a MAP Kinase Cascade

AtNACK1/HIK was independently identified as an activator of a mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase cascade and as an essential player for cytokinesis (Nishihama et al., 2002; Strompen et al., 2002). AtNACK1/HIK is in a unique plant subfamily tentatively classified as At1 (Dagenbach and Endow, 2004). The tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) homolog NACK1 physically interacts with a MAP kinase kinase kinase called NPK1, and they form a complex during cell division (Nishihama et al., 2002). Both NACK1 and NPK1 localize to the midline in the phragmoplast of tobacco BY-2 cells (Nishihama et al., 2002). AtNACK1/HIK is essential for the completion of cell-plate formation during vegetative growth (Nishihama et al., 2002; Strompen et al., 2002). Three Arabidopsis homologs of the tobacco NPK1, ANP1 to ANP3, show redundant function(s) during cytokinesis, as loss-of-function mutations in individual genes do not have a noticeable phenotype (Krysan et al., 2002). The anp2 anp3 mutation combination leads to incomplete cell-plate formation (Krysan et al., 2002). Likewise, the MAP kinase kinase ANQ1, downstream of ANP1 to ANP3 in the kinase cascade, is also essential for cytokinesis (Soyano et al., 2003). The fact that NACK1 is required for NPK1 localization (Nishihama et al., 2002) implies that NACK1 may act as an active transporter for NPK1.

NACK1 appears to be required for cell-plate expansion after cytokinesis has been initiated (Nishihama et al., 2002). In order to understand how NACK1 and NPK1 regulate cytokinesis in plants, the substrates of the NPK1 MAP kinase cascade need to be identified and characterized. The substrates could be those proteins that are involved in microtubule reorganization, and those that are involved in vesicle trafficking and fusion. The MAP kinase cascade may activate these proteins for the completion of cell-plate formation.

The AtTES/NACK2 kinesin, similar to AtNACK1/HIK, however, is not required for vegetative cytokinesis (Yang et al., 2003). Instead, it is required for the establishment of the radial microtubule array prior to the meiotic cytokinesis, and thus is essential for tetrad formation during male gametogenesis (Yang et al., 2003). Whether AtTES/NACK2 interacts with ANP kinases awaits further characterization.

AtPAKRP1/AtKinesin-12A and Similar Kinesins

AtPAKRP1/AtKinesin-12A and two similar kinesins are specifically associated with the plus end of phragmoplast microtubules (Fig. 1; Lee and Liu, 2000; Pan et al., 2004). AtPAKRP1/AtKinesin-12A, AtPAKRP1L/AtKinesin-12B, and AtPAKRP1L′/AtKinesin-12C are predicted to be plus end-directed motors. They may push newly added microtubule segments apart in the phragmoplast in order to maintain the plus ends at the division site. Based on in vitro binding assays, AtPAKRP1/AtKinesin-12A and AtPAKRP1L′/AtKinesin-12B can form homo- and/or heterodimers (Pan et al., 2004). Loss-of-function mutations in each gene do not cause a cytokinetic defect (Pan et al., 2004). Loss of AtPAKRP1/AtKinesin-12A and AtPAKRP1L′/AtKinesin-12B together, however, causes frequent failure during postmeiotic cytokinesis in microspores (Y.-R.J. Lee and B. Liu, unpublished data). Therefore, these kinesins probably play synergistic roles in maintaining the organization of phragmoplast microtubules. An intriguing question is how Arabidopsis uses these three similar kinesins differently to accomplish cytokinesis at different stages of growth and development.

Figure 1. Triple localization of AtPAKRP1L/AtKinesin-12B (green), microtubules (red), and DNA (blue) in an Arabidopsis root cell undergoing cytokinesis. Microtubules were organized into a phragmoplast array with their plus ends at or near the midline of the phragmoplast, where the cell plate would be formed. Note that AtPAKRP1L/AtKinesin-12B only appeared at the plus end of phragmoplast microtubules. Scale bar = 5 μm.
Kinesins for Delivering Golgi-Derived Vesicles

Another phragmoplast-associated kinesin, AtPAKRP2, is specifically associated with Golgi-derived vesicles in the phragmoplast (Lee et al., 2001). At least two other Arabidopsis kinesins are also exclusively associated with vesicles in the phragmoplast (Y.-R.J. Lee and B. Liu, unpublished data). Therefore, they are predicted to be examples of plus end-directed kinesin motors that deliver Golgi-derived vesicles during cytokinesis.

There is no doubt that the list of kinesins required for cytokinesis is going to grow in the near future. Plant cytokinesis requires concerted forces generated by different kinesins present in the phragmoplast.

The above discussion has only covered a fraction of Arabidopsis kinesins. There are others of which we know very little or nothing about their structure and function. For example, two N-terminal motor kinesins contain a mitochondria-targeting peptide that would allow them to be associated with the organelle (Itoh et al., 2001). Whether the endogenous proteins are indeed associated with the organelle is not known.

SEVENTEEN ARABIDOPSIS MYOSINS

The Arabidopsis myosin gene family is much simpler compared to its kinesin family (Reddy and Day, 2001a). Phylogenetic analysis has placed these myosins into two plant-specific subfamilies, Myosin VIII with four members and Myosin XI with 13 members (Berg et al., 2001; Reddy and Day, 2001a), which are more closely related to animal and fungal Myosin Vs than to other myosins. Several review articles have been devoted to summarizing early discoveries of plant myosins (Yamamoto et al., 1999; Shimmen et al., 2000; Shimmen and Yokota, 2004). Here, we only summarize recent findings on Myosin XI.

Myosin XI is probably more abundantly expressed in cells than Myosin VIII. Biochemically purified plant myosins with molecular mass at 165 to 175 kD turn out to be class XI myosins (Ma and Yen, 1989; Yokota and Shimmen, 1994; Tominaga et al., 2003). Myosin XIs have four to six IQ motifs following their motor domain (Reddy and Day, 2001a). Only three Arabidopsis Myosin XIs, MYA1, MYA2, and MYA3 (partial), have their cDNA sequences determined (Kinkema et al., 1995). Very little, if any, information can be extracted from their sequences outside the motor domain and the IQ motif, indicating that these myosins probably fulfill plant-specific functions.

A tobacco 175-kD myosin, probably the homolog of MYA1, demonstrates a high processive velocity of 7 μm/s at 35 nm steps, probably the fastest among known processive myosins (Tominaga et al., 2003). It remains to be tested whether this myosin is responsible for cytoplasmic streaming in plant cells.

One of the questions about these 13 Myosin XIs is whether each one interacts with a particular organelle or structure. Immunolocalization studies indicate that Myosin XI is associated with particles of various sizes in tobacco pollen tubes and suspension cells (Yokota et al., 1995). Antibodies against a conserved Myosin XI peptide label the plasma membrane and maybe mitochondria (Liu et al., 2001). Recently, a subclass of Myosin XI has been shown to be associated with mitochondria and plastids (Wang and Pesacreta, 2004). Obviously, polypeptide-specific probes are needed to distinguish individual Myosin XIs in order to reveal their specific intracellular localization patterns.

Functions of MYA2 have been further investigated using an Arabidopsis T-DNA insertional mutant (Holweg and Nick, 2004). This study suggests that MYA2 plays a role in regular vesicle flow, which is probably responsible for basipetal auxin transport. The homozygous mutant line demonstrates pleiotropic phenotypes on growth, i.e. bushy and dwarf plants, lack of trichome branching, and defects in tip growth of root hairs and pollen tubes (Holweg and Nick, 2004). This mya2-1 mutant also demonstrates an alternation of the division plane in root cells, which further supports a potential role of myosin in plant cytokinesis suggested by an earlier pharmacological study (Molchan et al., 2002).

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Current knowledge indicates that most kinesins and myosins of Arabidopsis and other plants are very different motors from those in other kingdoms. This is reflected by the sequence divergence in the motor domains, and more significantly by novel sequences in the nonmotor regions whose significance is largely unknown. What we have learned about plant cytoskeletal motors is probably just the tip of the iceberg. The tail sequences suggest that many tales of these Arabidopsis cytoskeletal motors are yet to be told.

One of the frequently asked questions is why a small plant like Arabidopsis needs so many kinesins and myosins. Our answer is that besides bearing various cell types like guard cells, trichomes, pollen tubes, root hairs, and different vascular cells that may require different motors for their morphogenesis, land plants also need to meet many environmental challenges, as they cannot run away from them. Some cytoskeletal motors might participate in defense responses when a plant is challenged by environmental stresses or pathogen attacks.

We believe that in the next few years we will need to address a number of issues about these motors. The first task is to determine the intracellular localization patterns of each motor. The next demanding job is to find out the proteins they interact with. It will help us figure out what their cargoes are. Then we will need to find out when and how the motors are activated, and where their destinations are. Genetic studies are needed to address the functions of these motors. We would also like to suggest that activities of these motors are probably coordinated at a certain stage in a given...
cell. There must be some mechanisms for coordination between kinesins and myosins and between microtubules and actin microfilaments in plant cells.
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